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PLAYING OP FOUR PART$ 

may, Ilk four-part harmony, be divided into close and dispersed 
playing. While the former is considered easier, and, (because 
it enables the player to double his Bass notes,) more adapted to 
Melodeons or Organs without pedals, the latter is far prefera- 
ble for its solemnity, and, if supported by the deep pedal notes, 
for its grandeur. In close Harmony the right hand generally 

ays the parts of the Treble, Alto, and Tenor, leaving to the 
refi hand the Bass, which is often doubled to compensate for 
the want of a Pedal-Bass. 

In dispersed Harmon the right hand lays the part of the 
Treble and Alto, the le r' t hand taking f enor and Bass. In 
many instances Bass and Tenor are too distant from each other, 
in which case the right hand takes the Tenor, or the Bass is 
played " obligato " by the Pedal. 

Everywhere, in common Psalmody and Organ music, close 
and dispersed chords are mingled together, and composers will 

write their music, regardless of the convenienoe of pe~fo:,mers 
leaving it to them to find out with which hand to reaoh mort 
conveniently the notes.of the middle parb, which ia in many 
instances of more vital importance than irs often attached to it. 

Example of Close Harmony, the right hand laying Treble, Alto, and 
Tenor j left hand the b;ow. - 

The same Exercise in dispersed Harmony ; right hand playiny Treble and Alto; left hand Tenor and Bass. 

At * the loft hand doubles the Bass. I Psalmody playing, under the plea of the impossibility to reaoh 

~t * * the Bass note is cither to be played " obligato" by 
the Pedal, 01 else i t  must be played by the left hand an octave 
nigher. 

On organs without Pedals, the chords after W *may also 
be played as printed out a t  0 or, in  other words, by changing 
dispersed harmony to close harmony. 

There is no instance, therefore, to warrant the omission 
of p y  part (interval) of Chords. which is so often done in 

all notes. 

The following short Voluntaries will, i t  is confidently 
expected, present no insurmountable difficulties to the student; 
and if the nevertheless, should, we draw the conclusion that 
the precec$ng exercises have not been sufficiently ractised. 

Open Diapason and Stop Diapason, with $rincipal or 
Flute, are the stops best suited for all pieces, those with spe- 
cial directions excepted. 
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Allegretto Full Organ. 
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GRACE NOTES AND ElBELLISHBlElllTSe 

Embellishments of all kinds ought to be but sparingly used for the display of his skill, ss i t  is not required to be of so 

The Turn is an embellishment composed of three (see e r -  
ample u)  or four (see example b) notes, preceding or following 
the principal note (see example c.) The sign for a ~ U I I I  
is 

in Organ playing. Dignified simplicity is best becoming to 
the house of the Lord, and even to the Organ as an instru- 
ment, without reference to its office. Voluntaries interlarded 
with Turns and Trills are too apt to convey worldly thoughts 
and feelings : but to disfigure Psalmody with ornaments of a 
secular and trivial character is perfectly unjustifiable.$ 

While in the long Appoggiatura the accent is transferred from The Appoggiatura is played like the short one, im- 

* In German called " Schleifer." t In German celled " Mordent.''. $ Compare page 14. 

serious a character as the preceding portion of the service. 
The most frequent embellishments are the Appoggiatura. 

the Turn, and the Trill. or Shake. 
The long Appoggiatura is a grace note placed above or below 

a principal note, borrowing one half of the value of the prin- 
cipal note. (see ex. 1) or more, (see ex. 2) before which it is 

h e  principal note to the grace note, the short Appoggiatura 
:eaves the accent on the principal note, the grace-note being 
played as quick as possible before the principal note. 

In the concluding voluntary the organist has more latitude plaoed. 

mediately and very shortly preceding the principal note, the 
latter being accentuated. 
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The  compass of (2 complete Pedal-board, is considered to 
be twenty-seven notes, from CCC to 11, (Segremarks on the 
sutjject in part. I.) The true tone of the Pedal-Organ, is (when 
sixteen-feet, or so called double stops are drawn,) an octave 
lower than the notation used. (See p. 10.) If eight-feet stops 
are added, the pedal sounds, in addition to the lower octave, 
the true tone of the notation. If four-feet stops are added, 
the pedal will sound three octaves above each other. 

Thisnote, - - - - - - r-m 
therefore, with a double, or sixteen-feet stop 
drawn, will sound - - - 

8 

adding an eight-feet stop, i t  will eound - IF==== - 
8 
e 

nlding a four-feet stop, it will sound - LC-7 --a= 

The  use of four and two feet stops on the pedal is only.ad- 
missabb in playing full organ, that through such combina- 
tions, peculiar effects may be produced in concert playing, we 

very well know, but, although we do not object to it, we do 
not pretend to give any directions concerning it. T o  do that 
well, is master-work. 

The  chief difficulty presented to those who study the organ, 
is the acquirement of the Pedal-Obligato ; and as the sepa- 
rate and independent use of the pedal is one of the great char 
acteristics of the Organ,(the deep pedal notes making it, more 
than anything else, the king of all instruments,)it has been 
considered best to combine the use of the manuals throughout 
the following exercises, in order that ihe student may be ac- 
customed from the first, to the proper mode of playing the 
Organ. There are two ways of playing the pedal ; first, by 
the toes only, of each foot ; second, by the alternate use of 
the toe and heel of each foot upon different notes. W e  re- 
commend the second mode as by far the most expedient, in 
general, and in prt,icular for Amerz'cun organ players, who 
are often deprived of the use of the right foot by its being en- 
gages in working the Swell, thus leaving all edal plqying tc B the left foot only. The exercises for this mo e of playing the 
Pedal, (with the left foot only,) are an entirely new feature in 
this work, and will be a great help to young students. 

Letter Ldenotes toe of left foot, 
I <  " " right foot, 
" Lh " heel of left foot, 
6, ~h 6 d  " right Soot. 

The  sliding from'one key to  another, is indicated by a dash:(-) 

EXERCISES FOR THE ALTERNATE USE OF THE RIGHT AND LEFT FOOT. 
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EXERCISES FOR THE ALTERNATE USE OF THE TOES AND HEELS. 

Note a.-Experience has taught us, that for the sake of Note b.-To employ the heel of the left foot in the upper 
16e organs, the heel ought not, in the first instance, to be used I octave, or the heel of the right foot in the lower octave, ia 
too frequently, and when used, great care ought to be taken considered impracticable. 
to properly moderate the stroke given to the keys, which is I Note c.-Letterr Lh, signify left heel ; letters Rh, signify 
apt to be heavier than most pedal actions -will endure. I right heel ; letters L and R signify as heretofore, toe of left or 

right foot. 
77. 
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SLIDING FROM ONE PEP TO ANOTHER, 
This method of playing is to be practised especially with 

the left foot, for, while using theswell, the left foot has t,o 
take advantage of that mode very frequently. 

Sliding may be done from any key to another, hut ia 
most admissible from an upper to a lower key. The mark 
for sliding is a line (-). 




